As featured in

Beautiful Accommodation
The ultimate guide to incredible getaways around Australia.

Sunshine Coast & Hinterland

Glass on Glasshouse
Glass House Mountains
182 Glass House-Woodford Road, Glass House Mountains • 07 5496 9608, 0431 101 208
www.beautifulaccommodation.com/glassonglasshouse

The Beautiful Accommodation titles
feature an exclusive collection of
handpicked getaways from right
around Australia that have been
148

visited, reviewed and photographed
for each guide. They are available
at nationwide bookshops, selected

Rates
Whole cottage per couple
from $250-$395 (extra guests
$70 per night)
Full breakfast provisions included
Visa, MC, DD, Eftpos

newsagents, RACV, NRMA, RACQ

Location
50 minutes or 68km north of
Brisbane. Map 9.

and other RA outlets, or via the

Minimum stay
Two nights at weekends

Beautiful Accommodation website:

Facilities
Three glass houses: one king
bedroom, spa bathroom, lounge
(LCD HD TV, DVD, entertainment
system, iPod dock, ﬁre), kitchen
(espresso machine), WiFi, laundry.
RC AC, fans.

http://www.beautifulaccommodation.com

AAA Star Rating
44443

Other
Cafe open daytime, Wed-Sun
Owner details
Bill and Misao Rogers
• info@glassonglasshouse.com.au
• www.glassonglasshouse.com.au

Über modern rural retreat
A Bauhaus sensibility meets the
Glass House mountains in this setting
of utter tranquillity and über
sophistication. The three Glass on
Glasshouse cottages, designed by
national award-winning architect
Norman Richards, combine a location
of extraordinary beauty – looking
across to the 25-million-year-old
volcanic cores of the Glass House
mountains – with an unreservedly
contemporary architectural genius.

between inside and outside.
The lighting is a feature, drenching
selected spaces in a warm glow, and
we love the incredible bathroom with
its waterfall spa.

Every room takes advantage of the
brilliant views and is in harmony with
the overall design. The ﬂoor-to-ceiling
glass walls give these cottages a
wow factor, dissolving the barrier

Cook for yourself, visit a local country
pub or enjoy ﬁne dining 25 minutes
away. The world-renowned Australia
Zoo is a 10-minute drive.

A true eco ﬁreplace, which runs on
ethanol from the nearby sugar cane
ﬁelds, completes the integration of
location with environmental
consciousness. Kangaroos, wallabies
and black cockatoos live their lives
around you.

